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Thermal behavior of the crystal structure of strontian piemontite
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AssrRAcr
Unit-cell constantsof a strontian-piemontite samplefrom St. Marcel (Val d'Aosta, Italy)
with composition Ca, ,oSroroAl, n,FeorrMn" rrSi3O,rOH were measuredat several temperatures by single-crystalX-ray difractometry (MoKa radiation). Values at 25 and 800 'C
are a : 8.884(3),, : 5.684(l), c : 10.202(3)A, B : 115.23(2)';and a : 8.934(9),b :
5.727(4),c: tp.30(l) A, P:115.26(9)', respectively,for spacegroupP2,/m. Principal
coefficients
of thermalexpansionare0.72 x l0-s,0.98 x l0 s, and 1.29 x l0-5 K '.
Intensity data were measuredat 25 and 800 'C, respectively,and the correspondingleastsquaresrefinementsof the crystal structure convergedto R : 0.041 and 0.056. The thermal-expansion ellipsoid is symmetrically oriented with respectto a and c. A significant
shrinking of the SirO, group, with opening of the Si-G-Si angle, is observed at high
temperature. A large and very anisotropic mean expansion (1.4 x 10-t K-') occurs for
the (Mn,Fe) coordination octahedron [M(3) site]. The relation betweenthermal expansion
of the lattice and thermal expansion of the coordination polyhedra is accountedfor by a
correlated tilting of polyhedra at high temperature. No deprotonation can be detected
before the breakdown ofthe structure (880 "C); the dehydration products have been identified.
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REFINEMENTS
In the framework of a researchprogram on the highpiemontite
temperature crystal chemistry of rock-forming minerals
crystalsembeddedin a calcite matrix
A sample of
containing OH groups, results concerning magnesio- from St. Marcel (Val d'Aosta, Italy) was usedfor all experiments;
chloritoid were previously published (Ivaldi et al., 1988) a survey of St. Marcel piemontites has been given by Mottana
and a study of piemontite is presentedhere.This mineral, and Grifrn (1982). Different crystals were analyzed by microprobe (standardswere kaersutite, ardennite, and celestine),and
which belongsto the epidote-clinozoisitefamily, is comthe averageof sevenmeasurementsyielded the following results:
mon in low-grade metamorphic rocks derived from MnFerO,, 5.150/o;
Mn,O,, 12.74o/o;
SiO,, 35.030/o;Al,Or, 19.27o/o;
rich sediments and also occurs as a late-crystallizing phase MgO, 0.0850/o;
TiO, in traces(total
SrO, 4.09olo;
CaO, 19.810/o;
in acid and intermediate volcanic rocks. The room-tem- 96.l8qo).On the basisof 12 oxygenatoms and one OH group,
perature crystal structure was refined by Dollase (1969); the atomic composition Ca, ,oSroroAlrnrFeo..Mno
rrSi2e6Or2OH
its main features,typical of the epidote family, are the is obtained.The presentsampleshowsone ofthe highestaverage
presenceof both isolated SiO. tetrahedra and SirO-,diSr contentsever found in piemontite(Deeret al., 1986).
A singlecrystal with dimensions0.5 x 0.1 x 0.1 mm was
tetrahedra,and ofchains ofcoordination octahedraofAl,
selectedand mounted on a Nicolet R3 four-circle diffractometer,
Mn, and Fe sharing edges.
An aim of this high-temperature structural study is to with graphite monochromator and MoKa radiation, for all X-ray
qnafiz-glassfiber
investigate the thermal behavior of SirO, groups, as no measurements.The crystal was aftxed to a
with Ga-100 cement. The crystal was bathed in a stream of hot
other disilicate has been previously analyzedin this way.
N., utilizing an A.E.T. thermal attachment with Tmonitored by
Another important result of this researchis finding rela- a thermocouple, as described by Argoud and Capponi (1984).
tions between the lattice thermal expansion, coordina- The lattice thermal expansion was studied by determining the
tion-polyhedra expansion, and rotations or kinking of unit-cell constantsat 25, 300,500, 600, 700, and 800 "C; in each
polyhedra linkages,in connection with the overall topol- casethe temperaturewas stabilizedfor at least 3 h, and then the
ogy of the structure (Hazen and Finger, 1982). Finally, same 25 reflectionswith 48' < 20 < 6O were centeredand their
we are able to investigate at high temperature the struc- angularvalues refined, obtaining the resultsreported in Table 1.
'C.
tural role of OH groups and possible changesof cation Difraction intensities were measuredat 25 and 800
distribution over different sites.
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Taele 1. Latticeconstantsof piemontiteat differenttemperatures (singlecrystal)

rfc)

a (A)

25
300
500
600
700
800

I 884(3)
8.903(3)
8.919(4)
8.925(5)
8.s30(6)
8.934(9)

b (A)
5.684(1)
5.697(1)
5.709(2)
5.714(2)
5.721(3)
5.727(4)

c (A)
10.202(3)
10.237(41
10.263(5)
10.276(5)
10290(7)
1030(1)

Bf)

isotropic
andequivalent
coordinates
2. Atomicfractional
TABLE
at 25 "C(above)
of piemontite,
factors(A'?)
temperature
and800'C (below)

v(A')

11s.23(2) 466.0(2)
11524(3) 469.7(3)
11s.25(4) 472.6(4\
11s.26(s) 474.0(51
115.26(6) 475.5(6)
115.26(9) 4768(9)

r37|

SiteOccupancy*xYzB*

0.15395(5)0.87(1)
0.75896(6) 3/q
3/q
0.15s0(1) 2.45(5)
0 760s(1)
0.42438(4)0.92(1)
0.59844(5) 3/c
A(2) Ca: 0.799(3);
Vc
0.4208(1) 2.61(41
0.59s9(1
Sr: 0.201
)
0 45(2)
0
0
0
M ( 1 ) Al: 0.810(4);
Notei Estimatedstandard deviationsare in parentheses.
1.19(3)
0
0
0
( M n , F e )0: . 1 9 0
Y2
0.44(2)
0
0
Al:
1.000(4);
M(2)
1.26(4)
Y2
0
0
(Mn,Fe):
0.000
0 . 2 2 1 6 1 ( 4 )0 . 4 8 ( 1 )
0.29468(4) v 4
M(3) Al: 0 059(4);
0.22185(9) 1.40(3)
(Mn,Fe):
0.941 0.29447(9) v+
Shucture refinementzt 25 "C
la
0.04491(7) 0.51(2)
0
34046(7)
1
s
i
(
l
)
:
At room temperature[d 8.884(3),b: 5.684(l),c: 10.202(3)
0.0426(1) 1.21(5)
la
0.3390(1
)
A, B : 115.23(2)1,6636 reflectionswere collectedfrom the
'l
va
0.27550(7) 0.51(2)
(7)
0.68461
s(2)
=
hemispherewith ft
0 and by o scan, with the following con02757(11 1.20(s)
0.6851(1) v4
ditions: scan width : 2.5', background time to scan time ratio
0.53(2)
0.31827(7)
(7)
Vt
0.1
8391
1
: 0.5, scan speedranging from 4.0 to 29.30 deg.min ' with s(3)
rt
0.3182(1) 1.16(5)
0.1841(1
)
linear interpolation for intensities between 80 and 2500 counts
1
0.2338(1
o(1)
) 0 9921(2) 0.0369(1) 0.84(3)
s-'. An empirical correction was applied for absorption (North
0.2337(3) 0.e882(5) 0.0358(3) 2.2(1)
et al., I 968), by measuringpsi scansof sevenhigh-chi reflections o(2)
0.3041(1) 0.9799(2) 0.3545(1) 0.76(3)
1
with different 20;the transmissioncoefficientsrangedfrom 0.693
0.3035(3) 0.9780(5) 0.3s50(3) 2.0(1)
to 1. Intensitiesofequiyalent reflectionswere averagedand those o(3)
0.7957(1
1
) 0.0154(2) 0.3396(1) 0.68(3)
0.7949(3) 0.0183(5) 0.3411(3) 1.7(1)
with 1 < 2o(I) wereremoved, leaving a set of 3385 independent
vt
0.1312\21 0.64(5)
observeddata. The least-squaresrefinement ofthe crystal struc- o(4)
1
0.0s76(2)
1/a
0.1295(4) 1.5(1)
0.0598(4)
ture (spacegroupP2r/m,Z:2)was startedfrom the parameters
0.1465(2) 0.69(5)
published by Dollase (1969), using the nnNE program (Finger o(5)
0.0417(21 rt
1
Vt
0.1471(4) 1.6(1)
0.0433(4)
and Prince, 1975). The CalSr and Al/(Mn,Fe) substitutions in
rq
0.4068(2) 0.69(5)
0.0667(2)
1
the larger A and smaller M sites, respectively,were determined 0(6)
3/a
0.4050(4) 1.8(1)
0.06s6(4)
by refining the correspondingoccupancies;the scatteringfactor
0.82(5)
0.1792(2)
lq
0.5145(2)
1
o(7)
of Mn was used for (Mn,Fe). No chemical constraint related to
3/t
0.1739(4) 2.1(11
0.5117(4)
the microprobe analysiswas introduced. With isotropic thermal
'r
0.3124(2) 101(5,
V4
0.5264(2)
o(8)
factors, convergence[weights : l/o'?(F.)] was reached at R :
va
0 3090(5) 2.7(2)
0 5250(4)
0.064, and the subsequentanisotropic refinement lowered R to
v4
0.1000(2) 1.34(6)
1
0.6239(2)
o(9)
0.041. The overall chemical formula consistentwith refined site
va
0.1031(4) 3.6(2)
0.6301(6)
occupanciesis Ca, ,rrSro,o,Al,*ur(Mn,Fe),13,SirO,rOH,which
v4
0.4308(2) 0.67(5)
1
0 0837(2)
o(10)
comparesfavorably with the averagevalue obtained from miVa
0.4304(4) 1.7(1)
0 0811(4)
croprobe analysis.
1.2(9)
Vt
0.350(5)
1
0.055(5)
H.
Structure refinementat 800'C
A t 8 0 0 ' C l a : 8 . % a Q ) , b : 5 . 7 2 7 ( 4c) ,: 1 0 . 3 0 ( lA
),B:
115.26(9f1,2826 diffraction intensitieswere measured(2d <
70) with the following conditions: a/20 scan,scan width variable between 2.2 and 2.7", ratio of background time to scan
time : 0.5, and scanspeedrangingfrom 3.0 to 29.30deg.min '
with linear interpolation for intensities between 150 and 2500
counts s '. The limitation -90" < x < 75" was required by the
presenceof the heating attachment and prevented the empirical
absorption correction; inaccessiblereflections were replaced by
their equivalent ones by monoclinic symmetry- After averaging
and removing reflectionswith 1 < 2o(I),2180 unique observations were left for the least-squaresrefinement. Convergence
[weights: l/o'z(F")lwas attainedat R : 0.101 and 0.056 with
isotropic and anisotropic thermal factors, respectively.At first,
the electron contentsof the A and M siteswere left free to vary,
giving a different composition from that at room temperature:
Ca, rrrSro,urAl,rro(Mn,Fe),oroSi3OrroH.This drop in the amount
of strongly scatteringatoms (Mn, Fe, Sr) did not seem realistic
becauseno evidenceof segregationof different phasescould be
detectedin the crystal. Consequently,the composition was fixed
to the values obtained at 25 "C, and the refinement converged
to the same R value as before. It can be concluded, therefore,

A(1)

Ca: 1.000(2);
Sr: 0.000

Note: Estimatedstandard deviationsare in parentheses
- At 25'C.

that the apparent changeofchemical contents was actually due
to correlation betweenoccupancyand thermal parameterscombined with a higher thermal-motion increasewith temperature
for the A and M sites(Table 2). On the other hand, this thermalmotion increaseshould not be ascribed to a larger disorder, as
the temperaturefactors of sites A(l) and M(2), which are occupied by a single atomic species,and of siteswith atomic substitutions show comparablethermal increases.Such an efect probably is general and should warn against refining the chemical
composition from data collectedat high temperature.
Final atomic fractional coordinates and occupancy factors with
esd's,for both the 25 and the 800 "C refinements,are reported
in Table 2.'
I A copy of structure factors and anisotropic thermal parametersmay be orderedasDocument AM-88-392 from the Business
Office, Mineralogical Society of America, 1625 I Street, N.W.,
Suite 414, Washington,D.C. 20006,U.S.A. Pleaseremit $5.00
in advancefor the microfiche.
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Fig. 2. (010)sectionof the ellipsoidof inversesquare-root
from linear-regression
thermalexpansion,
calculated
expansivitiesof Table3 for piemontite.

and c, i.e., the bisectrixesof anglesbetween a and c and
between the ellipse semi-axescoincide; this orientation
correspondsto the condition O : (0 - 90)/2.
Such a result can be proven to necessarilyhold when
the monoclinic B angleis not changedby the lattice strain
:
Fig. l. Lattice parametersof piemontite at various temper- (P' P). Then the componentsof the thermal-strain tenatures; values and esd's in Table l. Coefficientsfor regression sor (Schlenkeret al., 1978)on the (010) plane become
lines are given in Table 3.
a,, : [(a'sin g'/a sin 0 - l]/A7: : l(a'/a) - ll/AT;
ar.: l(c'/c) - ll/AT;
a,. : [(a'cos B'/a sin B) - (c'cos A/c sin P)]/(2AT)
DrscussroN
: l(a'/a) - (c'/c)l/(2AT an A)
Thermal expansion
: (a,, - c.rr)/(2tan $).
Unit-cell constants have been plotted against temperature in Figure l, except for the angle B, which remains By solving the secularequation, the following expressions
constant within the esd's (Table l). A linear behavior is for the principal coefficientsof thermal expansionare obfollowed closelyby b, c, and 4 whereasthe 4 edgeshows tained:
a slight negativedeviation from linearity at high temperd, : [(l + l/sin 0)a,,-r (l - l/sin B)arrl/2;
ature. Straight-line interpolations are drawn in Figure l;
a, : [(l - l/sin 0)o,, -r (l + l/sin 0)a,,]/2;
the corresponding parameters and the resulting coefficients of thermal expansionhave been reported in Table and the iDangle is given by
3. By diagonalizing the tensor of thermal strain, the foliD: tan-'[(a: - a3r)/arrl: @ - 90)/2.
lowing values are obtained for principal coefficients of
thermal expansion:oq : 0.12(4) x l0-', a, : 0.98(5) x
The two features of the thermal-expansion ellipsoid,
19-s,and ar: 1.29(5)x l0-5 K-'; the principalaxis a, i.e., its strong anisotropy l2(a, - a,)/(a3 * a,) : 0.571
is parallel to b, and the angle between the a. axis and c and its symmetrical orientation with respectto the lattice,
is @: l3'. The (010) sectionof the ellipsoid with semi- will be related below to structural changeswith temperaxes equal to ay'/', ar"', at"', oriented properly with re- ature.
spectto the unit cell, is shown in Figure 2; the inverse of
the squaredradius of this ellipsoid along a particular crys- Room-temperaturestructure
tallographic direction gives the corresponding thermalBond distancesin the coordination polyhedra are reexpansion coefficient. It appears that the orientation of ported in Table 4. All structural features of piemontite
the ellipse of Figure 2 is symmetrical with respect to a after Dollase (1969) are substantially confirmed, includ-

TABLE
3, Latticethermal-expansion
coefficients

K

r
a

p:

8.883(2)A
6 . 6 ( 3 )x 1 0 + A f C
0.99
0 . 7 5 ( 4 )x 1 0 + K - '

s.682(1)
A
5.6(2)x 10+AfC
1.00
0.98(5)x 10+ K-1

1 0 . 1 9 9 ( 1A)
12.8(21x 10+ A/qC
1.00
1.26(5)x 10+ Kr

465.6(1)
A3
Asfc
0.0140(1)
1.00
3.01(6)x10-5K'

Note; Estimatedstandarddeviationare in parentheses.Coefficientsfrom linear-regressionanalysisot temperaturedependenceof lattice parameters,
kT + po,correlationcoefficient({, and coefficientsof thermal expansion (a) between 25 and 800 'C for piemontite.
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Tlsue 4. Lengths (A) of cation-oxygen bonds in piemontite,
polyhedravolumes (43),and coefficientsof thermal
expansiona(106K1)
25.C
S i ( 1 ) - o ( 1 )x 2

-o(7)

-o(s)
Average
Volume
S(2)-o(3)x2
-o(8)

-o(e)

Average
Volume
Si(3)-O(2)x2

-o(5)
-o(6)

Average
Volume
A ( 1 ) - O ( 1 x) 2
-O(3) x 2

-o(5)
-o(6)
-o(7)

-O(9) x 2
Average
Volume
A(21-O(21x2
-o\21' x2
-O(3) x2
-o(7)
-O(8) x 2
-o(10)
Average
Volume
M(l)-o(1) x2
-O(41x2
-O(5) x 2
Average
Volume
M(2)-o(3) x2
-0(6) x 2
- O ( 1 0 )x 2
Average
Volume
M(3)-O(1)x2
-O(2) x2

-o(4)
-o(8)

Average
Volume

1.6s3(1
)
1 569(2)
1.639(2)
1.629
2.207(41
1.622(1)
1.603(2)
1.635(2)
1 621
2 181(4)
1 627(11
1.667(2)
1.644\2\
1.641
2.254(4)
2.460(1
)
2.333(1)
2.545(2)
2.849(21
2.294(21
3.043(1
)
2.596
27.38(11
2.732(1)
2.s56(1)
2.718(11
2285(21
3.028(1
)
2.569(2)
2.692
43.44(2\
1 947(1)
1.868(1
)
1.980(1
)
1.932
9.531(7)
1.8s7(1
)
1 938(1)
1 876(1)
1 890
8.e32(7)
2.264(11
2.026(1)
1.906(2)
1.863(2)
2.058
11167(8)

800'C

1 642(31
1.s58(4)
1.638(4)
1.620
2.173(71
1.616(3)
1.607(4)
1 630(4)
1617
2.17O(71
1.62s(3)
't.672(41
1 652(4)
1.644
2.263(7)
2.490(3)
2.372(3)
2.562(4)
2.841(41
2.313(41
3.051(1)
2.616
28.32(2)
2.735(3)
2 608(3)
2727(3)
2.323(41
3.050(1
)
2.627(4)
2.719
44.e3(4)
1.960(3)
1.873(3)
1.999(3)
1.944
9 . 7 1 () 1
1.868(3)
1 960(3)
1 879(3)
1.902
I 10(1)
2.308(3)
2.054(3)
1.897(4)
1.863(4)
2.081
11.s3(1)

a
I
-v
-l
a

-20
5
-4
J

-7
4
o
2
to
21
I
-4
12
3
10
44

'|

26
4
21
9
29
13
44
4
12
8
24
8
tc

2
I
24
zc
18
-o

0
14
41

Fig.3. Projectionofthe piemontitestructureonto(010).SuperpositionhidessomeCa-Obonds.Arrowsshowthedirections
of tilting of polyhedraat hightemperature.
proportion about 5/2, according to microprobe analysis.
All Sr goesinto the A(2) site, as in Dollase's(1969) structure; in our casethe Sr content is larger,but the expansion
of the A(2) coordination polyhedron is slight and closeto
the esd's[averageA-O distanceof 2.692 vs. 2'688 A for
A(2) to be comparedwith 2.596 vs.2.597 A for A(l).
We have also included the oxygen atoms at 3.043 and
3.028 A in the coordination spheresof A(l) and A(2)
becausetheir bond-valence contributions according to
Brown and Wu's (1976) formula is still appreciable(0.08
v.u.). The next-nearestoxygen atoms have the following
A(IFO(9)' x 2: 3.37 A, A(ZFO(A)' x 2:
distances:

3.39A.

The distribution ofcations over the octahedral sites is
also confirmed: the M(2) site is occupied by only Al,
whereas830/oof (Mn,Fe) (800/oin the previous work) goes
into M(3) and the remainder into M(l). Average values
of M-O bond lengths in each octahedron agreewith the
ing the attachment of H to O(10) with O(4) as acceptor cation distribution from occupancyrefinements.It should
be emphasizedthat, although the M(3) octahedronis sigof the hydrogenbond tO(lOFH :0.75(7) A, O1+;'''H :
.
:
nificantly larger than M(l), a small fraction of Al enters
162(6)1.
The
disO-H
2.24(6)A, zO(rOFn O(4)
tance is quite short, but that is usual with X-ray data M(3) insteadof M(l). This cation distribution is probably
becausethe electron of H is attracted by O. A possible related to sharing of edgesbetween the two kinds of oc(partial) attachment of the H atom to O(4), which is not tahedra,i.e.,the correspondingcation sitesarecloseenough
bonded to Si, is excluded by a bond-valence calculation to establisha thermodynamic equilibrium of ion migra(Brown and Wu, 1976)11.29and 1.82v.u. for O(10) and tion between sites. The observed distortion of the M(3)
octahedronis consistentwith the well-known Jahn-Teller
O(4), respectively, without the contribution of the H
atoml. The crystal-chemicalformula consistent with re- effectof the Mn3* ion, which is the most abundant cation
fined values ofcation-occupation factors is Ca(Ca.rnSro
ro) on this site.
(oH)],
A projection of the crystal structure of piemontite onto
(sio")
(si,o,)
where,
o
(Alo8,M0,r)Al(Alo06110
ro)
in this case,M means a Mn3+/Fe3+mixture of average the (010) plane is shown in Figure 3. Coordination ocNote; Estimatedstandard deviationsare in Darentheses.
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TABLE
5. RMS deviationsof cation-oxygenbond distances(1),
and bond angles(2), and distortionindexes(3)

s(1)
s(2)
s(3)
M(1)
M(2)
M(3)
A(1)
A(2)

0.035
0.036
0011
0.008
0016
0 020
0 047
0.0s3
0.034
0.041
0.157
0.176
0.286
o.274
o.224
o.213

28
2.8
t.J

1.4
4.0
4.0
3.9
41
4.0
4.0
8.7
86

0.018
0.019
0.005
0.004
0.009
0.011
0.022
0.024
0.017
0.020
0.067
0 073
0 098
0.093
0.060
0.052

- d1z11t4'rzA), (2)
1in
[>ia, o1.71y'a(in "), and (3) >,14
_ Note: (1) l}ld,
dllNd tor the cation-coordinationpolyhedra at 25 .C (upper values) and
8 0 0 ' C ( l o w e r v a l u e s ) i n p i e m o n t i t e( N :
numberof bonds or
angles).

tahedra sharing edgesform simple M(2) chains and complex M(l) and M(3) chainsalong [010]. Theseare bridged
bV A(1) and A(2) cationsand by SiOoand Si,O, groups.
High-temperature structure
Cation-oxygen bond lengthsand polyhedra volumes of
the piemontite structure at 800 "C are reported in Table
4, togetherwith individual and averagelinear coefficients
of bond thermal expansion in the range 25-800 "C for
each coordination polyhedron. The most interesting behavior is displayed by the SirO, disilicate group, formed
by the Si(l) and the Si(2) tetrahedrasharing the O(9) corner; both SiOogroups contract with increasingtemperature instead of keeping a constant volume or expanding
slightly, as usual. Hazenand Finger (1982) in their survey
of high-temperature crystal-structure studies actually have
given a small number of casesof negative thermal expansion coefficientsfor the SiOo tetrahedron; they have
pointed out that this effect is often due to a change of
structural topology, as for SiOo of the B chain of pyroxenes.In the pyroxene structure,the bridging O(3) atom is
no longer coordinated by M(2) at high temperature;consequently,it approachesSi(B), causinga largecontraction
of the corresponding tetrahedron. Excluding these few
"anomalous" cases,the largestnegative coefficient given
by Hazen and Finger (1982) is that of B-eucryptire (-8
x 10-6 K '), only slightly largerthan that ofsi(l) tetrahedron in the presentstructure(-7 x l0 6 K-').
The caseof piemontite should be consideredto be normal, asthe coordination numbers ofcations do not change
at high temperature; however, the shrinking of the SirO,
ditetrahedron is strong and anisotropic, so that a sharp
distinction betweenthe two casesindicated by Hazen and
Finger (1982)may not be alwayspossible.It seemsthat,
owing to their high energy, Si-O bonds are quite insensitive to pure thermal effects,and the whole lattice expansion in silicates is accomplished by lengthening of

weaker bonds, under a number of structural constraints.
On the other hand, ifan unbalanceofbond strength received by some oxygenatoms arises,then Si-O distances
may changesignificantly to compensatefor it. This is the
casefor S(l)-O(l) and Si(llO(7) bonds in piemontite,
for instance;their substantial shortening at high temperature is clearly related to the decreaseof bond strength
received bV O(1) and O(7), which have greatly expanded
their distancesto A(l) and M(3), and to A(l) and A(2),
respectively(Table 4). Thus, Si-O bond lengthswould act
as a buffer for bond-strength unbalances,rather than responding directly to temperature changes[cf. Si(2[O(3)
as welll.
The bridging angle Si(lfO(9)-S(2) of the Si,O, group
increasesfrom 152.6"(25 'C) to 155.4"(800 "C). Even if
the distortion indexes (Table 5) are practically constant,
taking into account that the larger Si(l) tetrahedron contracts more than that of the smaller Si(2) (Table 4), the
overall configurationofthe disilicate group becomesmore
regularat high temperature;this increasingregularity with
increased temperature occurs also to silicate chains of
pyroxenes(Smyth, 1973, 1974). A quite normal thermal
behavior is shown by the Si(3) isolated tetrahedron, the
dimensions of which hardly changewith temperature.
Consideringthe M(l), M(2), and M(3) coordination octahedra,the flrst two are characterizedby thermal-expansion coefrcients slightly lower than the averagevalue for
Al3+-O and Fe3*-O bonds given by Hazen and Finger
(1982),i.e., 9 x l0 6 K '. For the Mn3*-O bond, there
seem to be no thermal-expansion data in the literature;
however, a significantly different behavior from that of
Al3+-O and Fe3+-O should not be reasonablyexpected.
Thus, the observedthermal-expansioncoefficient for the
averageM(3)-O bond length appears to be quite large,
consideringthe M(3) site composition. The expansionof
the M(3) octahedronis very anisotropic; in fact, while the
two shortestbonds shrink or do not change,the two longest ones expand with some of the largest coefficientsin
the structure. This unusual behavior seemsto be related
to the Jahn-Teller effect of Mn3+ ions, as the corresponding distortion in the M(3) octahedronis enhancedby temperature. It should also be noted that the flattening direction of the octahedron,along O(4FM(3)-O(8), is close
to the direction of least thermal expansion of the lattice
(Figs.2, 3).
As for the A(l) and A(2) coordination polyhedra, it
turns out that their averagethermal expansion is rather
low, particularly for A(l), with respectto the averagecoefficient ofCa-O bonds (Hazenand Finger, 1982)of 16 x
l0 6 K '. A large anisotropy of expansionis also observed,especiallyin the A(2) polyhedron. This is not unexpected,however, becauseofthe purely electrostaticnature of Ca-O coordination bonds, which makes the
equilibrium bond length poorly defined. So the two bonds
wiht largest thermal-expansion coefficientsin the structure belongto the A(2) polyhedron: A(2FO(10) and A(21
O(2)', with valuesof 29 and26 x l0-6 K-1, respectively;
on the other hand, the longest bonds of the polyhedron
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expand very little. It should be noticed that O(10) is the
oxygen atom of the OH group, so that the very large
lengtheningof its bond to Ca at high temperatureclearly
signalsthe approachingdehydration.
In Table 5 the root-mean-squaredeviations from the
averageofbond lengthsand anglestogetherwith the distortion indexesare reported for the room- and high-temperature structures;they show how the regularity of coordination polyhedra is affected by thermal expansion.
Different behaviors are observed according to the types
ofcations: Si tetrahedrado not seemto changetheir distortion degreeappreciablywith temperature,whereasCaSr polyhedra become more regular and Al-Fe-Mn octahedra lessregular at high temperature.Theseresults concern essentially the bond-length distortion, whereas
bond-angle distortions are nearly insensitive to thermal
effects. The behavior of coordination octahedra is in
agreementwith that observedin magnesiochloritoid(Ivaldi et al., 1988); a particularly large increaseofdistortion
with thermal expansion is shown by the M(3) octahedron, in accord with the above remarks about an apparently larger Jahn-Teller effect of Mn3+ at high temperature. At presentwe are not able to proposean explanation
for this result. On the other hand, by attaining a more
regular configuration at high temperature, the Ca-Sr polyhedrabehaveconsistentlywith the well-known tendency
of crystal structures toward higher symmetry at higher
temperatures.
Most bond angles within the coordination polyhedra
changeby lessthan l'in the range25-800'C; the largest
changes(about 1.5")are in anglesofthe A(l) polyhedron
involving the O(7) and O(9) atoms, which are not coordinated to octahedralcations M: O(7FA(l)-O(l), O(7F

mogeneousway during the thermal cycle, so that the calculated orientation changedependsslightly on the polyhedron edge or bond chosen for reference.Rotations of
linked polyhedra sharing corners are correlated consistently; the overall effect (Fig. 3) is to allow a much larger
thermal expansionalong approximately the z axis than in
other directions on the (010) plane. This explains the orientation of the ellipsoid of thermal expansionwith respect
to the lattice (Fig. 2) on a structural basis. On the other
hand, the value of the largest principal coefficient (1.29
x l0-5 K ') is larger, on the average,than expansion
coefficientsof coordination polyhedra (Table 4). This expansion along z cannot be accountedfor in terms ofcoordination bonds only, but must include effectsof polyhedra tilting as well.

A(lFo(5),o(7FA(lFo(6)ando(gFA(lFo(9)'.

We are indebted to P Brizio who kindly supplied the sample of piemontite This researchhas been supported by M P.I and C N.R. (Advanced CrystallographicMethods) grants.

The hydrogenbridge O( I 0) . ' ' O(4) lengthensfrom 2.965
to 3.023 A, with a coefficientof thermal expansionof 25
x l0 6 K r, comparablewith values observed for other
bonds. These facts would show that the weak hydrogen
bond of the OH group is still preservedat high temperof deprotonationconnectedwith
ature,excludingprocesses
oxidation reactions of octahedral cations, which are already in high valence states.
The structure-type of the epidote mineral family is closepacked along [010] but not on the (010) plane, where
severalcoordination polyhedra are linked by simple corner-sharing.Thus, on heating we would expect not only
an expansion, but also a possible rotation or tilting of
polyhedra about the y crystallographic axis, as they are
constrainedby the (010) mirror symmetry. By comparing
the orientations ofoctahedral chains and SiO, tetrahedra
at room and high temperature, the following results are
observed(Fie. 3). The complex M(l) and M(3) chains do
not rotate, whereasthe M(2) ones are tilted by about lo
(counterclockwise).The Si(l) and Si(2) tetrahedra rotate
clockwiseand counterclockwise,respectively,alsoby about
1". The Si(3) tetrahedron undergoesa smaller clockwise
tilting. The angularvaluesgiven are approximate because
polyhedra do not expand or contract in an exactly ho-

The breakdown of the structure
A continuous X-ray powder pattern recorded from 20
to 1140 "c Q0'clh, cuKa radiation) with a GuinierLenn6 high-temperature camera shows that the crystal
structureof piemontite is basicallyunchangedup to about
880 'C, where it breaks down according to the following
reaction: 2CarAlr(Mn,Fe)Si3OrrOH - 2CaAlzSizOs(anorthite) + (Mn,Fe)O ' + 2CaO + 2SiO, + HrO; the silica
.C the bixbyite-type
should be amorphous. At about 980
phase decomposesand gives ramsdellite plus a manganese-iron oxide according to 6(Mn,Fe)rO, + O, 2MnO, + 2(Mn,Fe),Or.Presumablythe dehydration temperaturefor a singlecrystalcould be higherthan that found
for a powder sample [cf. magnesiochloritoid(Ivaldi et al.,
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